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By now disjoint sequence techniques play an important role in the theory of 
general Riesz spaces and Banach lattices and a lot of such results have been 
obtained by several authors. In 1979 P.G. Dodds and D.H. Fremlin [3] gave 
a unified approach to the disjoint sequence theorems known up to then, but 
their proofs were rather complicated and not selfcontained. This might be the 
only reason their powerful results were not used or only used in parts, for 
instance in the book of A.C. Zaanen [lo]. In 1982 the first named author 
proved a new disjoint sequence theorem in his doctoral thesis [5] with a compli- 
cated construction based on representation theory. In the present paper we give 
an elementary and short proof of this result (proposition 1) and apply it 
together with a generalized and simplified lemma of [7] to obtain in an easy way 
Banach lattice versions of the unified disjoint sequence theorems in a slightly 
more special form. But these results are general enough to carry all known 
applications in the theory of Banach lattices and weakly compact operators. 
For example the classical criteria of Grothendieck for weakly compact subsets 
in the space of Radon-measures (on a compact space) are easy consequences of 
the Dunford-Pettis theorem and of theorem 3. The results of the present paper 
can be used to get short and simple approaches to deeper results concerning 
order continuity, weakly compact subsets and weakly compact operators; such 
an approach can be found in [8]. 
In this paper let E be an Archimedian Riesz space and E- the order dual 
of E. E is called uniformly complete, if for all XE E, (the positive cone of E) 
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the generated principal ideal E,= Ur=, n[ -x, X] is a Banach lattice under the 
corresponding order unit norm j.l,:Sy#,=inf {1>O:lyl(J.~} for GEE,; 
every c-order complete Riesz space and every Banach lattice is uniformly 
complete [9]. A sequence (x,)p”C E is called disjoint, if lXil A [xi1 = 0 holds for 
all i#j. For OfACE (OZBCE’) denote by 
&:eA(I)=suP NVI, 1x1) :-A} (es(x)=sup ((16pl,lXI):b0EB}) 
the corresponding absolute numerical seminorm; in this paper they are always 
realvalued. We start with a simple lemma (see [2]). For the sake of completeness 
we present the simple proof. 
LEMMA. Let PI,..., P,,EE; be disjoint and x,,...,x,,~E+ with C~i,xi>zC 
for some real C>O and all i= 1, . . . . n. Then for all e>O there are disjoint 
2, ,..., z,EE+ with ZiSXiand with (pi,Zi)ZC-EfOri=l,..., n. 
PROOF. In view of O=((piAV)k,X)=inf ((li,X-y)+(~k,y):OIyIX} for 
all XEE+ there exists for all i= 1, . . . . n some yi E [0, Xi] with ( Cpi, yi > 2 C - (s/2) 
and with (pk,yi)<(s/2n) for all kzi. We set Zi=dyi-yi- *.* -yi-i-yi+r- 
- ..a -yn)+ for i=l,..., n. Then z1 ,..., z, are disjoint with ZilXi and with 
(bpi, Zi)1((pi,Cyi-Y1- “’ -Yi-1-Yi+l- *” -Yn)> zC--E* 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that every countable subset of E is contained in 
some principal ideal. Let (p,,)r~E; be a disjoint sequence and (x,)f”C E, a 
sequence with C> ( pn, x, > r 1 + E for ail n and some fixed e, C> 0. Then there 
exists a disjoint sequence (v,)p”C E, and a subsequence (k(n))? with v, Sxk(,) 
and with ( (Pk(,,), 0 ) 11. 
REMARK. A Banach lattice E has the required property of Proposition 1 that 
every sequence (x,)p” is contained in some principal ideal E,. Set 
e= j, 2%44l 
(the series is convergent because E is Banach). 
PROOF. We show the existence of a subsequence (j(n)); and of a sequence 
CV,)~“CE+ with Ynsxj(n), with ((Pi(n), yn > 1 1 + (c/2) for all n and with ~1 I yn 
for all nz 2. If we set v1 =yl, the result follows by induction. 
For PEE; and x,yeE+ let &x,y)=lim,,, (~,yhmx); if x,z~E+ are 
disjoint we have 6(x + z, y) = 6(x, y) + &z, y) I ( 9, y ) . 
Step (1): There exists a subsequence G(n)): and zi E [O,Xj(i,] with 
(pj(i), ~1) ~1 +$s and with ~j(,)(Zl,Xj(n))<(E/2) for all n12. 
Proof of Step 1: We fix r E M with r& > 4C. Take disjoint zi, . . . , z,: Zi E [0, Xi] 
with (CPi,zi)rl+~E for i=l,..., r. If (1) is not true, there exists some n E N 
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with $,(zi, x,) 1 (c/2) for all i= 1 ,..., r. We get Cl(bPn,xn)lGn(zi,xn)+ 
+ ... + &,(z,, x,,)~T(e/2)>2C and thus a contradiction. 
Step (2): Let eE E, with xie E, for all iE N. For abbreviation we set 
0 = e/(4(pj(t), e)) and yi= (zt - ae) + . Fix n r 2 and pick m E N with moerxj(,) 
and set yn = (xjcn) - mzl) + ; then we have yn A ~1 I (Xi(n) - mzl) + A (zl - 
- (l/m)Xj(,$ + =O and ( cDj(n)9 Yn ) = ( bPj(n), Xj(n) - Xj(n) A ml ) L 1 + (&/2)* 
Furthermore we have (pj(t), ~1) 1 (Cpi(r,, zr - ae) L 1 + (e/2). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let E be a Banach lattice, let 0#A CE be a bounded solid 
subset, and let Q be a continuous seminorm on E with @(x,)-O (n+co) for 
every disjoint sequence (x,)p” c A. Denote by P(A+) the additive cone gener- 
ated by A+. Then for all E> 0 there exists XEP(A+) with A C [-x,x] + E 
ball (q). 
PROOF. We assume AQ[-x,x]+& ball (Q) for some e>O and all x~p(A+). 
Let R be a natural number with 
R>sup {IIxII:xEA} and R>sup {e(x):xEball (E)} 
and m E N with m> (4/s). We inductively define a sequence (x,,)pOC A + . 
First pick x1 E A+ with &xi)> (2/m). If xi, ,.. , x, E A+ are chosen, put 
v,=R2m ~“+‘(x,+...+x,). There exists x,+~cA+ with x,,+iG[-v~,v,,]+E 
ball (Q). In view of v,-(v,-x~+~)+E[~,v,] we get e((x,+i-v,)+)= 
=Q(x,,+, -(v, - (v,-x,,+,)+))?(2/m). After the construction of (x,,)p” we 
definey=(l/mR2) CL, 2-‘Xi, u,=(x,,+I-v,-yy)+~A+ andz,,=(x,+,-v,,)+ 
for all n ~1. 1 z,, - u,I my implies now IIu, -z,,ll 5 lly/ s (mR)-’ and thus 
Q(U, - z,) 5 (1 /m). Consequently we have Q(u,) 2 I - Q(Z, - u,) L (1 /m) for 
all ncN. In view of 
-!- 2-(n+P+l)xn+p+l + 
R2m 
=o 
for all p, n E N the sequence (u,,),” C A + is disjoint, and this is a contradiction. 
The following result is (2.2) of [l], but the proof here is based on propo- 
sitions 1 and 2 and is essentially simpler. 
THEOREM 3. Let E be a Banach lattice, and let A C E and BC E’ be nonempty, 
bounded and solid subsets. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
i) Q~((P&+O (ndoo) for every disjoint sequence (p,,)y~B. 
ii) e&PO (n + 00) for every disjoint sequence (x,); c A. 
iii) For every E > 0 there are x E p(A + ), (p E P(B + ) with A C [ - x, x] + E ball (err) 
and Bc[-p,p]+e ball &). 
iv) The same condition as in iii) but with XE E, and bp E E; . 
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REMARK. In condition iii) of the above theorem the property 
A c [ -x, x] + E ball (ea) is equivalent to 
es(lyl -x~lyl)cc for all YEA and 
B c [ - 9,9] + E ball (,oA) is equivalent too 
~~(ItyI-p~ltyl<e for all y/eB. 
PROOF. Note that E is a sublattice in E”, so i) and ii) are equivalent in view 
of Proposition 1 and the following remark. Proposition 2 implies i), ii)*iii). 
iii)=+iv) is trivial and iv)*i) follows by some easy calculations: Let (9n)r C B, 
be a disjoint sequence. Fix E > 0 and then XE E, , 9 E E; with A C [-x, x] + E 
ball (es) and with BC [ - 9,9] + E ball (QJ. Equivalently we have eA(191- 
- ~W~A~)IE for all WEB. In view of 
(b~,x)l( i cOiA9,X)= i (PiA9,X) 
i=l i=l 
we have ((Pi A 9, X) -+O (n+m) and thus 
lim sup &?A (9,) 5 lim sup (@A (9, - 9,, A 9) + eA (9, A 9)) n+ca n-m 
I&+lim sup (9,A9,xx)+E=2&. 
n-m 
Therefore, the proof is done. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let E be a Banach lattice and let A CE be a nonempty 
bounded and solid subset. Let (9,)yCE’ be a sequence, uniformly bounded 
on A, with ((9,,l,x)-‘O (n +oo) for allxEA and with (v)~,u,)+O (n-co) for 
every disjoint sequence (u,)f”cA. Then we have eA(9,,)*0 (n+a). 
REMARK. Since E is a sublattice of E”, the above result is also true in case 
A c E’ and (x,)p” c E. 
PROOF. Assuming the contrary, we can achieve eA (9,) > 1 for all n by passing 
to a subsequence and changing a constant. In view of ((p,‘, x) = sup 
{((P,,, y) : y E [0, x]} for all x E E, we can further assume 9,, r 0 for all n. Thus 
for all n there is an x,,EA+ with (9,,,x,,)>l. Let C>4@~(9,,) for all ne:n\l, 
and let o1 =0 and u,, = C 27x1 + ... +x,-t) for n>l. By passing to a 
subsequence we can achieve (9,,, 0,) < $. Denote y = C- ’ C,?= 1 2 -“Xj and 
u,=(x,-y-o,)+. Then we have 
o~un+pAun~(x,+p -c 2”+pxn)+A(xn-~-’ 2-“-pxn+p)+ =o 
and (9”, u,) z(9,, x, -y - 0,) > 3 for all u, p E h\J, and this is a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 5. Let E be a Banach lattice, let Q be a continuous lattice 
seminorm on E, and let (o,)f”cE+ be a sequence with @(u,)r 1 for all n and 
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with o,-‘O a(E,E’) (n+oo). Then there exist C>O, a subsequence (k(n))? C N 
and a disjoint sequence (y,,)p”c E, with y,,~u,+,) and with QC~,)ZC for all n. 
PROOF. A = ball (Q)’ = {cp E E’: q (ball (e)) c [ - 1, l]} is a bounded solid 
subset of E’ with eA =Q by means of the Hahn-Banach theorem. Propo- 
sition 4 (and the following remark) implies the existence of a disjoint sequence 
((p,,)rcA + with lim sup (dp,, u,) >O. The statement is now an easy conse- 
n-m 
quence of Proposition 1 and of e(x) 1 ((p,, x> for all n and all x. 
The following corollary is essentially the main result of [6], see also [4]. It 
is important for characterizations of order continuity. 
COROLLARY 6. Let E be a uniformly complete Riesz space, and let Q be a 
lattice seminorm on E. The following statements are equivalent: 
i) Every order bounded increasing sequence is e-Cauchy. 
ii) &x,)-O (n+oo) for every order bounded disjoint sequence (x,,)~. 
PROOF. We have only to show ii) * i): Let e E E, , and let (x,)? C [0, e] be an 
increasing sequence. Assuming (i) is not true we can suppose e(u,,)? cr with 
un =x, + i -x, for some o> 0 and all n E N. (E,, 11. ie) is a Banach lattice, and 
we have u,-+O a(E,, Ei) (n+cD). In view of corollary 5 we have got a contra- 
diction. 
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